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On Orthogonality of Two Subfactors
Constructed from Factor Maps
By
Takashi SANO*

Abstract
Two subfactors constructed from two factor maps are considered.
given for the angles between two subfactors to become trivial.

A characterization is

§1. Introduction
Motivated by the Jones Index theory ([4]), in [6] Watatani and the
author introduced the notion of angles between two subfactors. On the
other hand, subfactors constructed via the ergodic theory were studied in
[2], [3]. In this paper we consider two (finite to one) factor maps of a
(single) ergodic transformation and investigate relative positions between the
resulting subfactors. We at first find a condition guaranteeing that the
intersection of two subfactors becomes a subfactor of finite index. We then
determine when the set of the angles is trivial (i.e., this set reduces to the
singleton {—}.

This is equivalent to the "commuting square" condition, see

[6].) Our characterization is given in terms of two kinds of fibres obtained
from factor maps.
After collecting basic definition in §2, we state and prove our main
results in §3. Some examples (based on sofic systems) are explained in §4.
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§ 20 Preliminaries
2.1. Let ffl be a Hilbert space and M', Jf two subspaces with orthogonal
projections p and q. When p and q do not commute, there exist a Hilbert
space Jf and positive contractions s and c on 3C with null kernels and
s2 + c2 = I such that the two projections p and q are unitarily equivalent to

s2

cs

respectively.

Let 0 be the operator uniquely determined by c = cos0 and

-n\
Definition 1 ([6]).

The angles between two subspaces denoted by

Ang(p, q) is the set in [0, -] defined as

Ang(p, q)=Y

4~~},

if PQ = (lP'

2.2. Let us consider a finite factor L containing two subfactors M and
TV". Let £ be a trace vector in L2(L) and we consider the two subspaces
M£ and N£. The corresponding projections eu and eN are related to the
conditional expectations EM and EN ([4]) via

Definition 20 The angles between two subfactors denoted by Ang(M,
TV) is defined as Ang(eM, eN).
(See [6] for related results.)
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2.3. An (ergodic) dynamical system (X, 2F , /.£, T) consists of a probability
Lebesgue space (X, J* ', //) and a nonsingular (ergodic) transformation T. A
dynamical system (Y, ^, v, S) is a factor of (X, J*", \JL, T) if there exists a
measurable (projection) mapcp:^—>• Y such that ft°(p~i=v and <p°T=S°(p.
Then there exists a (unique) disintegration of (X, 3F , \i) over ( Y, ^, v), that
is, there exists a family of measures {my}yeY satisfying
= \ for ye Y,
for each Be^,

the map j>i—> wy((p~1(3;)nJB) is (^-)measurable,

The existence of a finite invariant measure is not necessary in what
follows. But for simplicity in the rest we assume the existence of such a
measure. It is also possible to deal with a countable ergodic equivalence
relation ([!]) instead of an ergodic transformation. However such generalizations are straightforward and we will deal with just the above mentioned case.
§3. Main Theorem
Let (Yj, 3F ^ jUj, S^ (i"=l, 2) be a factor of an ergodic dynamical system
(X, 3F', iiXy T) with the factor map nt. We assume that ni is a finite ( = m^)
to one map and jiix is an invariant measure for T. We further assume the
existence of a natural number m satisfying
(niinln21n2)m(x) = (nilnln21n2)m+1(x)

(1)

a.e.xeX.

(The meaning of this condition in subfactor set-up will be clarified later.)
Proposition 3. The partition £, = {(n^ I TC I TC^" in2)m(x)-1 x e X] is measurable
under the above assumption (1).
A partition £0 is said to be measurable when there exist countable
measurable sets {An}neN (called a basis for £0) such that <^0 = {P)^L 1 Bn\
Bn = An) Anc}. The proposition guarantees that the quotient space of X by
£ is Lebesgue (see [5] for instance).
Proof.

Let

{Dn}n be a basis for the Lebesgue space

Yt.

Set
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B1=Yl, B2n + i=Dn and B2n = Dnc(n>l). The assumption implies the
invariance of the (ni1nln2ln2)m(x) under n^1n1 and n2l n2 and the existence
of a natural number p satisfying ITC^TIJ" Inin21n2)m(x)\ <p. Let us consider
a family of countable measurable sets {A(n n }..,n ^ (^ l 5 w 2 r"> np)eNp}^ Yl
defined by

We will show that {frf X^^iH^ H A , - - 5 ( ^ l s%) '"' ^ ) e N P ) i s
a basis for the partition £. Remark that (n^inln2ln2)m(nii(A(n
„ ,...,„>))
is measurable because nv and 7T2 are finite to one ([5]). Take an element
C( = (niinln2ln2)m(x))E£ and consider a disjoint one C" with C. And let
us write that nl(C') = {yl,'"yyq} (q<p). Since the basis {Dn} separates two
distinct points, we can choose a set of natural numbers {kp 1 <j<p} such
that n^eB^ y^Bk. (\<j<q). (For j(q+l<j<p), kj = l.) Then
{(7i^1nin21n2)m(7ii1(A(k >fc f ... >k )))} contains the element C but does not
include C'.
Q
Lemma 40

T/ze function
x\- >|7cj" 1 7c 1 (^)n7c 2 In2(x)\ ( = :c(x))

is measurable and hence constant by the ergodicity.
Proof. We may assume X^Ytx{l, 2, - • - , mj (i=l, 2). Define the
map (^ by (Pi(y, s) = (y, 5+1) (mod mt in {1, 2, • • • , wj). Consider the
measurable sets
; ((p1)k(x) = ((p2)l(x)

for some /}.

Since
{x; c(x)>m}=

U

0

M

*>

0 = « 0 < M r - - < n w - i fc = no,ni,---,R m - i

c(,x) is a measurable function.

Q

We call this constant the crossing number (denoted by c(nl , 7C2) for 7T!
and 7C2). The discussion so far allows us to give another factor system (X/£,
3F"3, ^3) /S3) with the finite ( = m3) to one factor map 7i3 over the Lebesgue
space
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Fig. 1

Let M be the Krieger factor corresponding to (X, J% jt£x, T). As in
[3], the above three factor maps give rise to the three subfactors in M. For
the readers convenience we briefly recall the construction described in [1],
[2], and [3]:
Let 01T be the (countable) ergodic equivalence relation (on X) generated
by T:
x~y if y=T"x for some neZ.
The left counting measure (ftx)i
Hilbert space

on

^T(^(^X)I(U^

v =

)

^(^x)(v)) gives us the

J^ = L2(^T\ (/uxW — {& a measurable function on &T and

The factor M= W*($T) is generated by the convolution operators Lf of
"nice" functions / on 01T such as (Lf£)(u, v)= T,w^vf(u, w)%(w, v).
Let N1} AT2, and N3 be the von Neumann subalgebras on J»f defined by
Ni = {LfeM-, f ( u , v)=f(u, v) for n^^n^u), ni(v) = ni(v')}.
(Note that [M: ATJ^m,- (i = l, 2) ([3]).) From the construction, we have
= N3. Actually Nt is a factor since it is isomorphic to W*($s)
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(see [3] for details). Remark that our previous assumption (1) is equivalent
to that the index [M: JV3] is finite ( = m3). The corresponding orthogonal
projection eN. is given by

Similarly the measurable partition (jcf 1 7r 1 (jc)n7C^ 1 7r 2 (^); xeX} gives us
the subfactor JV0 containing Nl and JV"2. By Lemma 3.2. (2) ([6]), we have
AngM(Ni3 N2) = AngNo(Ni, N2). Hence we may restrict our attention to the
case c(nly n2) = l by starting with N0 instead of M.
Definition 50 A pair of factor maps nl and n2 is said to be exclusive
if there exists a measurable set A with [ix(A)>0 satisfying: For any xeA,
we have xly x2eX such that nl(x) = nl(xl), n2(x) = n2(x2) and 7rj"17C1(^2)n
n2ln2(x1) = (l).
We are ready to state our main theorem.
Theorem 6* Let M be the factor and Ni and N2 the subf actors constructed
above. Then the following are equivalent.
(1)

eNleN2 = eN2eNl (i.e., Ang(Niy N2) = {^}).

(2)
(3)

The pair of n^ and n2 is not exclusive.
(n^lnln2 in2)(x) = (n2ln27iiinl)(x) a.e.x.
Proof.

As was pointed out above, we may and do assume c(nI,n2) = l.

(2)=>(3); The assumption means that n^lni(x2)c^n2ln2(xl)^(j)
a.e.x
for any x1 and x2 satisfying n1(x) = nl(x1) and n2(x) = n2(x2). Hence we
have (3).
(3)=>(1);

Obvious.

(3)=>(2); Assume that the pair of n1 and n2 is exclusive. Then there
exists a measurable set A such that for any xeA, we have xly x2eX such
that n1(x) = nl(xl), n2(x) = n2(x2) and ni1ni(x2)nn21n2(xi) = (f). Hence,
there exists at least one point in 7r^ 1 7i 2 (^i) which is never contained in
(1)=>(3);

Suppose that there exists a measurable set A with
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satisfying ( T C J ~ l n ^ n ^ I n 2 ) ( x ) ^ ( n ^ I n 2 n i 1 n l ) ( x )
for xeA. Choose a cross
section AO(^A)(JLLX(AQ)>O) over the factor system (X/%, £Z3) with the factor
map 7i3 ([5]).
nln

x

Set B = (n^1nin21n2)(A0)/(n2ln2n^1nl)(A0)

nlnnln

)( )/(

x

)( )'

= (J^n^n^

Then we have

=\

J Xl£,

W3 Mo)(*)

Z

yeC(z

where C(z) is the set (n
Let £ be the function £(uy v) = %D(u, V)IB(U), where D = {(u, u)\ u^X}.
any ueA0, we have

Therefore, eNieN2^eN2eNl.

For

Q

§ 40

Examples

A labeled graph means a directed graph F = (F, A, i, t) together with
label maps A: A -» j/

and ^: F-^^,

vertices (resp. arcs).

Here «£/, ^ are sets of labels and z, t are initial and

where F (resp. ^4) is the set of all

terminal vertex maps (see the example presented below).
We will construct two factor maps from two labeled graphs Ft and P2
with the same directed graph (V, A, i, t) but different label maps (A, //j)
and (A, j*2); A: 4 -> ^, M/ ^-^^ O'=l, 2). Set X= {(*„),; ^6^,
f(ac n ) = i(acll + i)}, Yj={((yn)n, fS)\ there exists a (xn)neX satisfying yn = l(xn) and
P = Vj(i(xQ))}

and define the shifts T: X -» X and *Sj: y,. -> F;- by
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In this setting the map nf. X^ Yj(n£(xn)n) = ((A(xn))ni ^(i(x0))) is a factor
map of (X, T) over (Y,-, Sj). Set Y={(yn)n; there exists a (xn)HeX satisfying
ya = *.(xn)}, S((yn)n) = (yn+l)n) and n((xH)H) = (l(xn))H. Notice that (Y, S) is a
common factor of (Y,-, Sj).
To construct concrete T1 and F2, we now consider a finite group G( = {gls
£2* •••>£„}) with r = {y1} y 2 , • • - , y m } as generators. Set F={1, 2, • - - , «}. Two
vertices 2, j are connected by a (unique) oriented arc a if JkSi=gj for some
(unique) y^eE. We define the label map 1: A = {a's}^^/ = T by
^(a) = yk. To construct two different labeled graphs (two different /x^'s), we
choose two subgroups H1 and H2. Choose a right coset representative
Jf. = {gj;}; G = ^(XgJaHj(j=l,2).
We define the label map ^-: K-*^. as follows;
tJLj(k)=gi if SkHj= g{Hj.
For example, let G be the symmetric group S3 on
{1, 2, 3} with the subgroup H1=S2 on {1, 2}. Set 5 r 1 =e, g2 = (I2) = yl9
g3 = (23) = y2, g4 = (13), f5 = (123), *6 = (132) (H^^,
^}). The corresponding directed graph is as follows;

Fig. 2

And the labeled graph T^ is drawn simply by Figure 3. Similarly the
different subgroup H2 = {giy g$} gives rise to the labeled graph F2 described
by Figure 4;
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7i

72

Fig. 3

72

7i

We have constructed two labeled graphs with (A, jU t ) and (A, ^i2) from
two subgroups, and as was explained earlier we have (X, T), (Yly S^), (Y2,
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S2)y and (Y, S). (X, T) (resp. (Y, S)) have the unique ergodic probability
measure ^x(resp.jLLY) with maximal entropy (fJ>Y = P>x°n3l) (see [3] for
details). Hence, we have two factor systems (Y l 5 fj.ly S^ and (Y 2> /12, S2)
of the ergodic dynamical system (Xy /%, T) (ji^ and ^2 are the image
measures of jux). Following the same procedure explained in the
previous section, we have two subfactors. Here, we apply the theorem to,
for instance, the pair of the two subfactors A/\ and N2 constructed from
the subgroups Hl = {gli g2}, H2 = {gi, g3}(^G). It is straightforward to
show that the conditions (2) and (3) of the theorem do not hold. Therefore,

Ang(Nl, N2)*{^}.
Remark 7. For simplicity, let us assume that G = HiVH2 and
H1nH2 = {e}. (The latter is equivalent to 0(71^, 7i2) = l.) Then we may
identify X with YxG and T, n} look like
T((yn)H, g) = ((yn+i)

*&, g) = (y, gHj) e Y x G/Hj ^ Y x *,.
If we consider the automorphisms {ttg}geG^ N[&tT], the normalizers, on Yx G
defined by

then they induce an outer action of G on M=W*(&T). It is easy to check
that the fixed point algebra by HI is precisely Nt(i=ly2). Therefore the
quadrilateral (M, JV lf N2, N3) can be identified with (M, MHl, MH\ M°).
Then, by Proposition 7.9 ([6]), we have the trivial angle iff IG^IHJ x |H2|.
Notice that this condition precisely means that two factor maps are not
exclusive (because of the crossing number = 1).
More generally, Ang(Nly N2) might be calculated by looking at how two
kinds of fibres meet. This seems to deserve further investigation.
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